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iOS 10 SDK Development: Creating iPhone and iPad Apps with SwiftPragmatic Bookshelf, 2017

	
		All in on Swift! iOS 10 and Xcode 8 make it clearer than ever that Swift is Apple's language of the future. Core frameworks have been redesigned to work better with Swift, and the language itself continues to evolve quickly. iOS 10 SDK Development is the pure-Swift approach to developing for the iOS platform. This...
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Developing  a hapi Edge: A rich Node.js framework for apps and servicesBleeding Edge Press, 2015

	“Developing a hapi Edge” shows you how to build enterprise-quality web applications using the hapi service and application framework. By walking through the creation of a real web application, hapi-plugins.com, you will learn how to configure and start hapi, build out APIs, perform authentication, validation, caching, and so much...
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Instant R StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Jump into the R programming language and go beyond "Hello World!"

	
		Overview

		
			Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
			Basic concepts of the R language
	
			Discover tips and tricks for working with...
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.NET Framework SecurityPearson Education, 2002
Welcome! The book you hold in your hands is a comprehensive guide and roadmap to the security infrastructure of the Microsoft .NET Framework. The .NET Framework is Microsoft's new cross-language development environment for building rich client applications and XML Web Services. One of the key features of the .NET Framework is a robust security...
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The Definitive Guide to Linux Network Programming (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2004

	This book is…one nice and convenient package that I will keep on the shelf as a reference manual.


	The Definitive Guide to Linux Network Programming offers a clear, concise treatment of creating clients and servers under the Linux operating system. This book assumes that you know C and have experience developing code on...
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Software Verification and Analysis: An Integrated, Hands-On ApproachSpringer, 2009
This book addresses the most important techniques in improving the correctness of software, including correctness by construction (top-down refinement), program proving, static analysis and dynamic, execution-based analysis (testing and debugging).
Three major software verification techniques are discussed: Semantic program synthesis and...
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Jitter, Noise, and Signal Integrity at High-SpeedPrentice Hall, 2007

	State-of-the-art JNB and SI Problem-Solving: Theory, Analysis, Methods, and Applications


	 


	Jitter, noise, and bit error (JNB) and signal integrity (SI) have become today‘s greatest challenges in high-speed digital design. Now, there’s a...
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Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R2 ServicesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Integrating Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 with other applications will always be necessary within any organisation, and services is the best way of achieving this. With Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 being more flexible than ever when it comes to creation and use, understanding these services will help you to know when and where to use them for the...
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Think Java: How to Think Like a Computer ScientistO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Currently used at many colleges, universities, and high schools, this hands-on introduction to computer science is ideal for people with little or no programming experience. The goal of this concise book is not just to teach you Java, but to help you think like a computer scientist. You’ll learn how to program—a useful...
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XSLT CookbookO'Reilly, 2002
The XSLT Cookbook is a collection of hundreds of solutions to problems that Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) developers regularly face.  The recipes range from simple string-manipulation and mathematical processing to more complex topics like extending XSLT, testing and debugging XSLT...
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Swift Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Get quick answers for developing and debugging applications with Swift, Apple’s multi-paradigm programming language. This pocket reference is the perfect on-the-job tool for learning Swift’s modern language features, including type safety, generics, type inference, closures, tuples, automatic memory management, and...
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Java 2 Core Language Little Black BookParaglyph, 2002
The Java 2 Core Language Little Black Book is a compact, detailed reference for intermediate to experienced programmers and managers who are ready to learn how to build Java programs. The book features a logical, sequential approach with concise overviews and step-by-step, ready-to-use solutions created by a master Java programmer. This book is...
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